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By Keith McGinn

NEIL WILSON PUBLISHING, United Kingdom, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English .
Brand New Book. For any fan of the exploits of Para Handy and the motley crew of the Vital Spark,
this memoir is not to be missed. Keith McGinn s capers on the puffers off Scotland s West Coast are
funnier than Neil Munro s tales at times, but they are also sadder too. The thing is, all of these
stories are true. McGinn worked on those puffers, man and boy, for nearly 40 years and this is his
story. He was there. Neil Munro s tales are classics and part of Scottish comic folklore, but they are
a hundred years old. There have been faux tales published in recent times that have attempted to
recreate Munro, but this is the real McCoy - or rather, the real McGinn. There have also been various
books and histories of the puffer trade but what has been lacking in them is the real story of the
men who worked on these famous little Scottish ships. The story from their perspective is not known
to many. They were men who could tell the tale of what it was really like to...
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This written publication is fantastic. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not feel monotony at at any time of your
respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Tevin McClur e-- Tevin McClur e

The most e ective publication i ever read through. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this composed e pdf. I am very easily could get
a enjoyment of reading through a composed pdf.
-- O pa l B a uch V-- O pa l B a uch V
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